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So how did you sleep this night in the tent?

Eh hahaha, well we were we were sleeping fine. 
It was beautiful. You know, it was a beautiful 
night, and I was just snoring, beginning to 
snore when ah the flashlight in the face. And ah 
so the police came, "Put your clothes on and 
come out!" hahaha umhaumahha. So that it turned 
out that, the problem was that the proper 
authority had not been notified. See?
I see.

So they told us we had to take the tent down and 
ah find some place else.  So we took it down, 
and we hid the tent, because we didn't have any 
place to put it.  And ah then we took the 
sleeping bags, and we found another place and 
tried to go to sleep again.  And I was just 
snoring when there was a search light in my 
face.  And they found us again!  ahhahahaah. 
But.....actually they were very nice, and ah 
they came over.....
Did you convince them?

They had to take the names and make the report. 
But then they said, "Why don't you go across the 
street to any good woods, and over there we 
won't bother you."  So, we went over there, and 
finally at one o'clock this morning we were able 
to sleep.  And now they tell  us that the proper 
connection has been made, and if we want to 
sleep in our tent tonight, we can.
I see.  So you don't have to stay in these 
dormitories?

Well, there's no AIR in the university center, 
in the rooms up there.
Everything's air conditioned there.

Right.  They can't open the windows.
So you're taking your tent all the places you're 
going, or?

No, they provided it for us. I thought it would 
be nice, you know, for interviews and things. If 
our tent was up, we could be there and ah.....
I  see.  You're doing a lot on campus.  Like 
I've read one of these pieces called "LINK" in 
this book WOMAN'S WORK. And what I know is that 
you try to mix somehow the activities of the 
campus with activities you put on.  Could you 
just ah explain that.

Okay.  That was just a particular score that 
ah..... as a matter of fact it was commissioned 
by LARRY LIVINGSTONE, the man who   is  here. 
He was at Palomar College in California.  That 
was let's see a few years ago.  And the idea was 
a kind of environmental   theater.  And it 
occurred to me that it would be interesting if 
the whole campus,  if the whole community would 
just become a theater.  And everyone who was 
there, if the effect of the events that occurred 
would cause everyone to become a participant, 
even though they were doing their normal 
activities.  And that piece was done over a long 
period of time, say a year, where every day 
there was some little change, something strange 
but not so strange that it would um not make too 
much notice, be very subtile, very smooth.  But 
by the end of the year there is a complete 
change hahaha.... in all  the   hahahaah 
activities in the orientation.

Did it work like for longer than one week?  Did 
you try the performance.....

No, this was only one day at Palomar. But it's 
intended for as much as a year or more.
What I'm really most interested in your work is 
what you're saying like in "LINK", too, ah a 
person makes exercises in undivided attention to 
um given tasks or something like that.  So,  I 
met ROBERT ASHLEY in New York, and he told me 
about your work too, that it confronts a person 
with structures that are very steady and very 
static.  So you just have to confront yourself 
with the piece.

That's right.
Just now we heard the drumming, and it was very 
steady, very similar.  How is this meditation 
working?

Well, the particular meditation I asked the 
performers to approach it in a particular way. 
I asked them to imagine the sound first, to 
imagine rate, intensity and quality. And then, 
ah in order to start the roll, to start the drum 
roll, ah I asked them to try to allow it to 
start involuntarily from the image.  Now,  I 
mean it's true that ah physiologically, that if 
you have an image in mind, then there's a motor 
impulse.  So that's by the hip center.  So that 
if the image is strong enough, then the roll 
should begin from that impulse, but not by 
intending to start it, but allowing it to come 
out.  And then the idea is to stay, to keep the 
roll matching the mental  process.  So that you 
don't make changes in the roll.  You allow it to 
change.  And if it's successful, there's a 
locking onto physiological  rhythms in the body 
that occur.
Ah ha, and you have to tune to these rhythms 
then.

Yeah..... You can't do it consciously.  You have 
to let it come through the involuntary system.
Ya, so the meditation happens for the people who 
participate to perform the piece. What do you 
think the people that listen to it get from it?

Well, if they can, it can change their own 
feeling, the atmosphere that's there.  I mean, 
it's just as if say a very hypertense, 
hyperactive person comes into a room and is very 
nervous and fidgety   and so on can effect the 
atmosphere.
Especially these persons get like aggressive if 
they are confronted with this kind of plain 
structure, 'cause then they are really 
confronted with themselves.

That's right.  That's right.  Yeah.  And some 
people are not at all  ready to do that, so 
they.....  It's better for them to leave.  So 
that's the way that one works.
Um then, like SONIC MEDITATIONS, it's another 
score I know from you.  Do you do it with groups 
of musicians?

Ah, yes, when I go around to other places.
And I heard that you tried to establish this 
SONIC MEDITATIONS in education now, in teaching 
children.

Well, in the university classes.  Children are 



fine, too. Ah, there are a lot of concentration 
exercises that one can do.  And I do them in my 
musicianship class.  I devote about ah half the 
class to these various kinds of concentration 
things, and then the rest of the traditional 
sight singing and dictation.  But I find that 
the students get much more of a feeling for 
ensemble and how to relate to each other if 
you're working through these exercises.
What did you write since SONIC MEDITATIONS?

I have CROW, A CEREMONIAL OPERA.  But it's 
composed of meditations.  I've taken   a lot of 
the meditations that I've worked with over the 
last six years, and put them together in various 
ways.  For instance for tonight, the "single 
stroke roll meditation" is part of CROW.  And I 
made a new meditation for the wind players here, 
also because of the special  conditions in this 
hall, the auditorium here.  So it's a new 
meditation, but I can put it with an old one. 
And it's a lot of fun to work at with.
What have the musicians  to do then?  Just sit 
there and watch their own music producing?

Well, you mean the wind players. The wind 
players have...It's in two parts. Three of them 
are ah doing a meditation called ENERGY CHANGES. 
And their task is to listen to everything that 
they can hear in the room, every sound, connect 
with every sound just in listening, consider 
that to be a drone. That's like a tambura. 
That's the whole environment of sound that's 
available. Then they produce the sound when 
there's a feeling for making a sound. When the 
sound is produced, then they have to return and 
reconnect with hearing everything that they were 
hearing before they made the sound. So it's a 
very critical and special way of listening.
Tuning into the  environment.

Right. And the sound they make does not have to 
be related to anything that they're hearing. It 
should be expressive of ah whatever the feeling 
is. It may be a gathering of muscular tension, 
and then release. Or it may be a soft sound, or 
any part of the range. But if the player is 
actually doing the meditation of listening, then 
there are certain things that cannot happen. You 
can't play a melody or this or that. Because if 
you make a sound, it immediately changes what 
you're hearing. So you have to go back and hear 
it again.
So this happens under the limit of doing music 
consciously. It's just this range of being aware 
about musicians' unconscious impulses.

Yeah.
Then you   get ideas for new meditations from 
your own experience of listening to music.  Ah, 
I've just seen you in the room now listening 
like forty minutes to your drumming piece.  And 
um,  I don't know if it's too curious to ask 
this question.  But anyway, how is, the process 
of listening walking?

Um, yeah.  Well, first of all, I'm aware of my 
own physiology, just relaxing and ah calming. 
And then I'm hearing it as a whole, and I'm 
aware of the various rates that are going on, 
the kinds of breaks in concentration that occur 
and how they're corrected.  I'm listening 
technically in a way, but on the other hand I'm 
also,  I was also doing my own meditation, which 
I'll  be doing tonight.  I'll  be doing a 

movement meditation.
So you act to the music?

Well, not exactly.  It certainly is a 
supportive.  You know, you feel  it.  But my own 
meditation will  be to move involuntarily, so 
that no movement I make is a conscious act.
So is this similar to what the Tai Chi people 
are doing?

Well, in the Tai Chi movement there are 
traditional  forms. But there's a Tai Chi 
feeling.
Then I remember like last year.  I visited you 
ah in Toronto, and ah I tried to be very nice 
and enthusiastic, speaking about music and began 
to speak,  to speak and to speak.  And then I 
suddenly realized that you were just sitting 
there and listening to me.  It was so..... It 
was somehow embarrassing.

Eh hahaha hahahahahaha haha
And then,  you know I just said, "Okay, she 
likes not to talk," I thought at first.  And 
then, ah I met. BETH ANDERSON in New York, and 
we talked about your work.  And now she told me 
that you have like silent dinners, or that you 
just like silence.  And you invite people just 
to stay and ah say nothing and...ah hahahaha 
That has been part of the work, yeah, a 
nonverbal evening or a nonverbal time or 
spending several days.....
It must be really hard if people just meet, sit 
together, and stop their talking, and they feel 
that they HAVE to communicate.............. 
Hm,........... There's ANOTHER thing I read in 
one of your articles.  I have to quote that. 
You ask yourself questions in this one article, 
like, "am I an active or am I a receptive 
person?  Can I be either on both at will?"  So 
is this one part of your work, to train yourself 
to.....?

Right.  Right.  Training to listen critically 
and ah probing.  Actively listening and 
following particular technical aspects is one 
way.  Or actively trying to see the overall 
form.  Or listening with an open receptiveness 
where it is noncritical  listening.  So that 
you're totally devoted to the experience of what 
you're hearing.
Ya,  but then at a certain moment you have to um 
like communicate that, become active as a member 
of this group.

Well, that's true.  And the thing is, if you can 
listen in a receptive mode, then you have the 
music, you have it. And then you can review it 
critically.  Whereas if you are listening 
actively, critically, it can be limiting.  It 
can limit what you hear.  So what I described to 
you earlier, the way I was listening this 
morning, was switching back and forth, sometimes 
listening just actively, sometimes just taking 
it all  in.
Did Zen Buddhism help you to establish this 
technique, or is this a very personal approach?

Well, it's a personal approach, because I 
don't.....  I'm not a Zen Buddhist, and I 
haven't formally studied Zen.  I mean, I 
understand some of the concepts and so on, but 
what's been helping me also is the current 



research in consciousness.
There's a lot going on there in California.

Yes, very exciting, very exciting.
Are there people you're working with?

Yes.  Well, one person I've worked with a lot is 
LESTER INGBER.  He's a theoretical  physicist. 
And he's also a karate master.  I've been 
studying karate for the last three years, but 
studying it for consciousness and self 
development.  Because I wanted to learn a body 
language.
And ah if you understand something about the 
current research of ah say the understanding of 
how the brain is hooked up, the left and right 
hemispheres, and one hemisphere apparently 
controlling the body and spatial  organization, 
and the other side controlling analytical linear 
processes.  And it's very, very interesting, all 
the terminology that goes with it.  The right 
hemisphere is associated with body and nonlinear 
processes, holistic processes and imaging.
I think that's the reason why I like to sleep on 
this side.

hahaha ha.  And the left of it is concerned with 
various linear processes, time, ah language, um 
mathematics and so on.  Also, the right 
hemisphere has got pitch discrimination.  In 
other words, the right hemisphere is considered 
the artistic side, and the left hemisphere is 
analytical or scientific.  And if you look into 
the old physiology text books, you'll  see the 
"major" and the "minor" hemispheres,  ha haha. 
There's a discrimination there too, that one's 
better than the other.  One is verbal, and the 
other is nonverbal.  The right hemisphere is 
nonverbal.
And you just try to establish a flow between 
these two?

Yeah, right.  It's becoming conscious of what 
modes or processes are.
And what ASHLEY told too, that if he goes to a 
context and listens to it,  then he's always the 
analytical person and also the feeling person.

It's a matter of not one thing being better than 
the other. It's a matter of balancing them, 
synchronizing those modes so that you have full 
use and full range of yourself as a human being.
























